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Within the visual cortex, it has been proposed that interhemispheric
interactions serve to re-establish the continuity of the visual field
across its vertical meridian (VM) by mechanisms similar to those
used by intrinsic connections within a hemisphere. However, other
specific functions of transcallosal projections have also been pro-
posed, including contributing to disparity tuning and depth percep-
tion. Here, we consider whether interhemispheric connections
modulate specific response properties, orientation and direction
selectivity, of neurons in areas 17 and 18 of the ferret by combining
reversible thermal deactivation in one hemisphere with optical
imaging of intrinsic signals and single-cell electrophysiology in the
other hemisphere. We found interhemispheric influences on both the
strength and specificity of the responses to stimulus orientation and
direction of motion, predominantly at the VM. However, neurons and
domains preferring cardinal contours, in particular vertical contours,
seem to receive stronger interhemispheric input than others. This
finding is compatible with interhemispheric connections being
involved in horizontal disparity tuning. In conclusion, our results
support the view that interhemispheric interactions mainly perform
integrative functions similar to those of connections intrinsic to one
hemisphere.
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Introduction

The visual field is split in 2 halves (hemifields) at its vertical

midline. Each hemifield is separately represented in the visual

areas of the contralateral hemisphere. In carnivores, a narrow

vertical region including the vertical meridian (VM) of the

visual field is represented in both hemispheres. This represen-

tation is heavily interconnected through the corpus callosum

(CC), the largest brain commissure containing about 56 million

axons in primates (LaMantia and Rakic 1990) and 32 million

axons in the cat (Berbel and Innocenti 1988). Early reports

proposed that these connections served to integrate the

cortical representations of the 2 visual hemifields (Choudhury

et al. 1965; Hubel and Wiesel 1967), thereby re-establishing the

continuity of the visual field. Indeed, numerous optic chiasm

section studies have confirmed that the input from the con-

tralateral hemisphere matches the ipsilaterally generated re-

sponses in terms of retinal position and orientation preference

(Berlucchi and Rizzolatti 1968; Lepore and Guillemot 1982;

Antonini et al. 1983; Guillemot et al. 1993; Ptito 2003). In

ferrets, the callosally interconnected zone extends consider-

ably beyond the 17/18 border (Grigonis et al. 1992; Innocenti

et al. 2002). It roughly overlaps with a 10�-wide zone of

bilateral representation of the central visual field in the 2

hemispheres (White et al. 1999; Nakamura et al. 2008). In the

equivalent region of the cat, neurons can be driven by callosal

input from the contralateral hemisphere as well as by

retinogeniculate input (Berlucchi and Rizzolatti 1968; Roche-

fort et al. 2007), and this bilaterally activated region shrinks

following cutting the CC (Payne 1994). This does not occur

after lesions of contralateral 17/18 region in the ferret

(Nakamura et al. 2008).

It has been proposed that callosal connections are critically

involved in horizontal disparity tuning (Blakemore 1969;

Mitchell and Blakemore 1970). The question still persists

whether callosal connections are a special type of connection

or are similar to intrinsic connections in the primary visual

cortex and/or to connections between different visual areas.

The anatomical organization in cats suggests that they have

much in common with both types of connections because they

exhibit patchy terminal arbores (Houzel et al. 1994) with

clusters of neurons sharing similar orientation preferences

(Schmidt et al. 1997; Rochefort et al. 2009).

Earlier attempts to reveal the functional nature of the callosal

input in more detail by reversible deactivation of the con-

tralateral hemisphere have shown that callosal connections can

increase and/or decrease the responses to visual stimuli in the

receiving hemisphere, also depending on the layer of the target

neurons (Payne et al. 1991; Payne 1994; Makarov et al. 2008).

More important, in both animals (Engel et al. 1991; Nowak et al.

1995; Kiper et al. 1999) and man (Knyazeva et al. 1999; Carmeli

et al. 2005), the callosal input synchronizes the responses to

visual stimuli in the 2 hemispheres. Therefore, callosal input

not only contributes to the creation of transhemispheric

neuronal assemblies by synchronizing the activity of neurons

in the 2 hemispheres but also modulates the synchronization of

a distributed neuronal population in the receiving hemisphere

(Carmeli et al. 2007).

It is important to note that most of the callosal interaction

effects mentioned above are stimulus specific (i.e., cross-

oriented stimuli in both hemifields evoke smaller interactions

than iso-oriented ones; Carmeli et al. 2007; Makarov et al. 2008),

and small flashing stimuli evoke no interactions at all (Makarov

et al. 2008). Therefore, it may be that interhemispheric inter-

actions re-establish the continuity of the visual field by

selectively modulating the response to specific stimuli, possibly

by increasing the saliency of certain stimulus properties.

In the present study, we investigated the functional impact

of visual callosal connections with respect to the orientation
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and direction selectivity of the interconnected neurons in areas

17 and 18 of the ferret. We found that callosal connections

contribute to the strength and specificity of the orientation and

directional response in large regions of areas 17 and 18

representing the central visual field. Neurons or neuronal

assemblies responding to vertical contours moving across the

vertical midline seem to benefit most from the intact callosal

connection. This suggests that callosal connections between

neurons preferring vertical contours are either stronger or

more frequent, which makes them different from other long-

range connections between different parts of the visual field.

These findings are compatible with callosal connections

contributing to the reconstruction of visual stimuli that cross

the boundary between the 2 visual hemifields.

Materials and Methods

Preparation
For the present study, 16 ferrets were obtained from an authorized

Swedish breeder. Each ferret was initially anesthetized by an in-

tramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride (20 mg/kg) and

medetomidine hydrochloride (0.3 mg/kg), supplemented with atropine

sulfate (0.15 mg/kg). After tracheotomy and cannulation of the femoral

vein, anesthesia was maintained by inhalation of N2O (70%) and O2

(30%) supplemented with up to 1.8% isoflurane for surgery and 0.8%

isoflurane for recording, together with intravenous application of 0.2

mg/kg/h pancuronium bromide for paralysis. For recording, the eyes

were fitted with contact lenses and the pupils dilated with topical

application of atropine sulfate and neosynephrine. A craniotomy was

performed over areas 17, 18, and 19 in each hemisphere leaving the

bone above the superior sagittal sinus intact. The 17/18 border was

localized in vivo by the reversal of the receptive field progression

toward the visual midline by 2--3 electrophysiological penetrations

(Supplementary Fig. 1; see also Innocenti et al. 2002). Eight ferrets were

used for the optical recording of intrinsic signals. To accomplish this,

a titanium chamber with an inner diameter of 15 mm was implanted

over the right hemisphere and a cryoloop (7 3 2 mm2) (Lomber et al.

1999) was positioned onto the border region between areas 17 and 18

in the left hemisphere (Fig. 1). After removal of the dura, the chamber

was filled with silicon oil (Boss Products, Elizabethtown, KY) and sealed

with a glass cover slip. After correct positioning, the surface cooling

loop was covered with agar (4%) and frequently rinsed with isotonic

saline throughout the experiment to prevent the cortex underneath

from desiccating. The cryoloops were cooled to 2 ± 1.5 �C by pumping

chilled methanol through the lumen of the tubing while monitoring the

temperature on the loop.

In the remaining 8 ferrets, instead of implanting a recording

chamber, a 3 3 5 matrix of 410 lm--spaced tungsten microelectrodes

(FHC, Bowdoinham, ME) was inserted in the 17/18 border region (Fig. 1)

in order to record multiunit activity (MUA) and local field potentials

(LFP) from the callosally interconnected cortical region (see also Carmeli

et al. 2007; Makarov et al. 2008).

At the conclusion of the experiment, all animals were perfused and

their brains prepared for histological processing. The representation of

the area 17/18 and the 18/19 borders was identified on Nissl-stained,

Gallyas-stained and cytochrome oxidase--stained coronal sections of the

occipital pole (Innocenti et al. 2002) and related to the recordings with

the help of lesions set after the imaging sessions or by the electrode

matrix itself.

Visual Stimulation
Stimuli were presented on a 21## monitor placed 57 cm in front of the

eyes. The monitor was centered between the optical axes of the 2 eyes

to optimally stimulate both visual hemifields. In the majority of cases,

for accurate positioning of the monitor, the vertical meridian position

and its cortical representation were confirmed with single-electrode

recordings crossing the 17/18 border in at least 2 sites before and

after the imaging or electrophysiological recording session (data not

shown), and the eyes were aligned with a prism if necessary. For

imaging sessions, 4 whole-field high-contrast gratings were presented.

The gratings were held stationary for 500 ms and then moved back and

forth orthogonally to their orientation (45� steps) for 3000ms at a spatial

frequency of 0.1 cycle/degree and a speed of 14�/s. For electrophys-

iological recordings, 8 gratings moving in the 8 different directions

(45� steps) were presented at the same spatial frequency and speed.

Optical Imaging of Intrinsic Signals
Five hundredmilliseconds after stimulus onset, 5 frames of 600ms length

were recordedwith a cooled charge-coupled device camera system (Ora

2001; Optical Imaging Europe, Munich, Germany) under illumination

with605-nmwavelength light for functional images. Thefieldof viewwas

7.2 3 9.6 mm2 at a resolution of 192 3 144 pixels and the focus was set

600lmbelow thepial surface. Eachdata set consistedof baseline, cooling,

and recovery periods of ~25 min containing 30 repetitions of each of the

4 stimuli. Recording during cooling was initiated 5 min after having

reached a stable cryoloop temperature of 2 ± 1.5 �C. Recordings during
the recovery period began 20 min after cooling had been discontinued.

These temperatures extend deactivating temperatures through all

cortical layers and place the critical 20 �C deactivation isotherm at the

gray--white matter interface or deeper (Lomber et al. 1999).

For quantitative analysis, optical images were averaged by stimulus

condition andfiltered by a high pass of 22 pixels and a lowpass of 4 pixels.

For differential maps, the raw signals evoked by orthogonally oriented

gratings were divided by each other. For conventional single-condition

maps, a cocktail-blank normalization procedure was applied as well as

fixed clipping ranges for baseline, cooling, and recovery sets. Polar maps

were computed by vectorially summing up the responses to each

stimulus condition and normalizing to the sum vector length, thus

providing (for each pixel) a preference angle and a vector strength (VS)

value between 0 and 1, for minimal and maximal modulation, re-

spectively. Pixels in up to 3 different regions of interest (ROIs) were

analyzed separately. A border ROI was classified as a stripe extending

about 0.7 mm into area 17 and 1 mm into area 18 from the 17/18 border

previously identified from the electrophysiological and histological data.

This corresponds roughly to the region that is callosally interconnected

in the ferret (Innocenti et al. 2002). Accordingly, the area 17 and area 18

ROIs were defined by the remaining pixels in the respective area, not

belonging to the border region. It is important to note that in addition to

the area17/18border region ferret area18 is also densely interconnected

by bridges of callosal connections to the contralateral hemisphere

(Innocenti et al. 2002).

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of experimental setup. The posterior pole of the ferret
cortex is exposed on both sides. For electrophysiology, a 15 3 3 matrix is lowered
into the 17/18 border region and the recording field covered with agar and bone wax.
For optical imaging, a recording chamber is implanted above the superficial parts of
areas 17, 18, 19, and 21, sealed with a cover glass and filled with silicon oil. In both
experimental parts, a metal cooling loop is positioned on the 17/18 border on the left
hemisphere and covered with agar.
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Electrophysiological Recordings
Recordings targeted the superficial layers of cortex at an estimated depth

of 300--800 lm to make the sampling comparable with the optical

imaging data. Matrices were positioned in contact with the cortical

surface and stabilized with 4% agarose and a bone wax cover before

advancing thematrix slowlywith anelectrically drivenmicromanipulator

(Narishige, Tokyo, Japan). Typically, 3 h elapsed from the time thematrix

entered cortex to the first recording. MUA and LFP activity was recorded

with a Plexon acquisition system (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX). MUA was

amplified, high pass filtered (100 Hz, 8 kHz), thresholded at 3 standard

deviations of the noise level, and time stamps were digitized at 32 kHz.

Data sets were kept comparablewith the imaging data sets and consisted

of 30 repetitions per condition during each of the phases. After the 3500-

ms stimulation (500 ms static plus 3000 ms moving), we recorded

responses to the iso-luminant screen stimulation for an additional 3000

ms. Units that did not respond significantly higher during stimulation

were discarded. In total, 113 neurons from 8 ferrets entered the analysis.

Analyses of spike rates were performed for each condition separately in

a 2000-mswindow starting at 800ms to prevent the transient response of

the stimulus motion onset and to keep the data comparable with the

imaging data. Only the 2 responses to the preferred orientation were

considered (n = 113 units, 226 responses).

Tuning curves were fitted with a von Mises function as suggested by

Swindale (1998) as follows:

M ðhÞ =Aexpfj½cos2ðh –uÞ – 1�g;

where, A is the value of the function M at the preferred orientation,

u, h is the orientation, and j is a width parameter. From this, orientation

tuning bandwidth was extracted as the half-width at half-height of the

fitted orientation tuning curve.

Further, orientation selectivity index (OSI) and direction discrimi-

nation index (DDI) were computed as discrimination indices for

orientation and direction by correcting for the goodness of the tuning

fit as suggested by Prince et al. (2002)

DDI =

�
Ratepreferred –Ratenull

�
�
Ratepreferred –Ratenull

�
+ 23RMSE

;

where, RMSE is the square root of the residual variance around the

means across the tuning curve.

For evaluation of changes in orientation bandwidth and selectivity

changes, only units with a significant fit (r2 > 0.8; n = 86) were

included; for evaluation of changes in direction selectivity only units

with a baseline DDI > 0.2 (n = 61) were included.

Results

The Gain of the Population Response at the 17/18 Border
Is Modulated by Interhemispheric Input

The first approach used to characterize the influence of

interhemispheric connections on the representation of stimuli

crossing the vertical meridian was to compute the single-

condition maps (Fig. 2) obtained by intrinsic signal imaging. All

images recorded for a certain stimulus were averaged for the

baseline, cooling, and recovery periods and processed with the

same clipping range to maintain comparable gray values in all

images. In the baseline maps (Fig. 2A, upper row), it is evident

that the stimulus activated both areas 17 and 18 (see surface

image in Fig. 2B) and that maps evoked by cardinal contours

exhibited slightly more contrast than maps evoked by oblique

contours (Coppola et al. 1998). During cooling deactivation of

the topographically corresponding region in the contralateral

hemisphere, the contrast in the activity maps decreased

markedly, indicating a lower response amplitude (Fig. 2A,

second row) rebounding to higher than baseline levels during

the recovery period (Fig. 2A, third row). The contrast change

was quantified by computing the normalized VS from the

clipped responses to all 4 grating stimuli per baseline, cooling,

or recovery period in a compound ROI, including the entire

area modulated by the stimulus (Fig. 2C). This value indicates

the vigor of the response to the preferred orientation per pixel.

Cooling decreased the averaged VS. For analysis of the sum

data, the stimulated region was split into 3 ROIs (see Materials

and Methods section), based on the histological and electro-

physiological identification of the 17/18 border (Fig. 2D). A

clear trend appeared, namely, VS decrease induced by de-

activation of interhemispheric inputs affects significantly the

border region comprising the callosally interconnected region

in areas 17 and 18 (–25.9 ± 15.7%; n = 8; P < 0.05, t-test).

However, the effect waned in the more peripheral visual field

representations of area 17 (–17.3 ± 7.3%; n = 5; not significant

[n.s.]) and area 18 (–14.4 ± 3.7%; n = 5; n.s.).

The Population Response to Vertical Contours Is
Selectively Enhanced by Interhemispheric Input

As seen in the single-condition maps of Figure 2A, not all

orientation responses were equally influenced by deactivating

the opposite hemisphere. Modulation by vertical contours (Fig.

2A, maps in the first column) attenuatedmore thanmodulation by

horizontal contours, and the rebound in the recovery was more

pronounced. This becomes more apparent in the polar maps that

are the result of the pixel-wise vector additions and that display

the preference angle per pixel in color and the VS as brightness

(Fig. 3A). We addressed the issue quantitatively by counting the

number of pixels in the border ROI preferring vertical (blue), left

oblique (red), horizontal (yellow) and right oblique (green)

contours (Fig. 3B). Pixels were joined in 4 angle compartments,

centeredoneachof the stimulus orientations and spanning ±22.5�
(Fig. 3B,C). As expected, for maps of ferret primary visual cortex,

the cardinal angles (blue, yellow) predominated over the oblique

compartments under baseline conditions (Fig. 3D). However,

during deactivation of interhemispheric inputs, the number of

pixelspreferringvertical contourswas significantly lower than the

number of pixels preferring horizontal contours (Wilcoxon, P <

0.03) and was also lower than the number of pixels preferring

oblique contours (Fig. 3D). Therefore, responses to vertical

contours were selectively weakened, thus leading to a redistribu-

tion of pixels to other compartments.

Further analyses were performed to confirm that there was

a specific influence of callosal connections on domains

responding to vertical contours and that we were not con-

founded by unequal pixel sample sizes in the 8 different animals.

We shifted ROIs of the same size over the border region in one

animal and calculated the number of pixels preferring vertical

contours during baseline, cooling, and recovery periods (Fig. 4A).

There was a clear dip in the size of the vertical pixel com-

partment during cooling over the 17/18 border, which was

compensated by an overshooting recovery for that region after

rewarming the contralateral hemisphere (Fig. 4A). Interestingly,

the dip was also observed at the area 19/21 border, which is also

densely connected via theCC. The particular example belongs to

the rare cases (n = 3)where the respective region had responded

to the stimulus.

In addition, we compared the changes in size of the 4 angle

compartments in the border and area 18 ROIs (Fig. 4B). The

shrinkage of the compartment preferring vertical contours at

the expense of the other angles was significant. For the area 18

ROI, changes were smaller and more uniform with respect to

the different angles (Fig. 4B).
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The computation of preference angles and VS involves many

preprocessing steps like clipping and normalization to a cock-

tail blank. However, the cooling inactivation also induced an

unspecific loss in signal dynamics that might lead to an

overestimation of effects on preference angles. Thus, we also

compared the raw response profiles obtained by dividing maps

obtained by orthogonal contour stimulation with each other.

Raw responses obtained by stimulation with vertical (or left

oblique) contours were divided by raw responses evoked by

horizontal (or right oblique) contours resulting in values

distributed between –1 and 1 (Fig. 5A,B). All raw responses

decreased significantly during cooling deactivation of inter-

hemispheric inputs; however, the vertical angle compartment

showed the greatest decrease (Fig. 5C).

Responses to the Horizontal Direction of Movement Are
Differently Modulated by Callosal Input Than Other
Responses

In contrast to our imaging results, previous single-cell studies in

cats had shown a rather nonuniform picture of interhemi-

spheric influences on neuronal responses (Payne et al. 1991;

Payne 1994). To hopefully resolve this disparity, we compared

our imaging results with electrophysiological data obtained in

ferrets by applying the same deactivation protocols used for

the imaging. Firing rates were significantly changed during

cooling (P < 0.0001; Wilcoxon signed rank), also in each of the

4 angle compartments separately. In our data from 113 units,

we identified a variety of firing increases and decreases during

cooling (Fig. 6A), albeit with a slight prevalence for the latter in

all orientation compartments (Fig. 6B). Therefore, qualitative

observations of the neuronal recordings seemed to resemble

those made by earlier investigations (Payne et al. 1991; Payne

1994). However, a quantitative analysis revealed more specific

changes that were consistent with the imaging results (Fig.

6C,D). We restricted the analysis to the 2 best responses, the 2

directions in the preferred axis of orientation (n = 226

responses of 113 neurons). In total, 68% of the stimulus-

induced firing rates decreased while 32% of responses in-

creased (Fig. 6A). We calculated a modulation ratio for

comparison of baseline and cooling responses as follows:

Ratemodulation ratiopre – cool=

ðResponsepre–ResponsecoolÞ
=ðResponsepre+ResponsecoolÞ:

Statistical analysis of the absolute modulation ratios (mean

0.126 ± 0.126) revealed that units responding to cardinal stimuli

Figure 2. (A) Single-condition maps from the right visual cortex obtained with gratings (stimulus sketches above the images apply to one entire column) and intrinsic signal
imaging during thermal deactivation of the left visual cortex (cool CC; middle row), baseline (upper row) and rewarming conditions (lower row). Images are cocktail-blank
normalized and processed by fixed clipping. Continuation from low (white) to high (black) light absorption is proportional to activation as indicated by the color bar. (B) Video
image of the entire imaged cortex region with histologically and electrophysiologically confirmed area border in the left hemisphere. The area indicated with white dashed lines is
densely interconnected to the other hemisphere by callosal axons. Post, posterior; med, medial; scale bar 5 1 mm. (C) Average VS in the ROI marked in the last row of (A). (D)
Average VS changes in 8 ferrets during cooling deactivation of the left visual cortex in 3 separated ROIs. The ROI ‘‘border’’ refers to the callosally connected region (dashed in B).
For the border ROI, there is a significant VS decrease.
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showed significantly larger changes in either direction than units

responding best to oblique stimuli (127 cardinal vs. 99 oblique

responses, Mann--Whitney, P < 0.02). This holds also true when

considering only rate changes significantly larger than the inter-

trial variability (n = 159 with modulation ratiopre--cool > 0.05,

Mann--Whitney P < 0.0001, 88 cardinal vs. 71 oblique responses,

compare Fig. 6C). In accordancewith the imaging results, absolute

modulation ratio changes were largest for neurons responding

to horizontal movements and vertical contours (Fig. 6C, Mann--

Whitney P < 0.03, 50 vertical vs. 109 other responses).

By investigating the significant (>0.05) increases and

decreases separately (Fig. 6D), it turned out that increases for

the vertically tuned neurons are almost as large as decreases.

Thus, in particular, the rate increases were significantly larger

for vertically tuned than for neurons responding to other

contours (P < 0.003; Mann--Whitney, 18 vertical vs. 27 other

increased responses).

Therefore, we examined possible changes in orientation

bandwidth and orientation and direction selectivity. This could

be done in units with good tuning fits (r2 > 0.8; n = 73). On the

grand average, bandwidth did not change significantly (mean

–0.03� ± 14.3�, paired t-test P > 0.5) because both large

increases as well as decreases occurred. Only when separating

the 4 different orientation compartments and increases from

decreases, some specific influences became obvious. As

bandwidth is not normalized, we calculated also a

Bandwidth modulation ratiopre – cool =

ðBandwidthpre–BandwidthcoolÞ
=ðBandwidthpre+BandwidthcoolÞ:

Accordingly, bandwidth decreases were more frequent for

cardinally (67%) as opposed to obliquely tuned neurons (39%),

the latter rather increasing their bandwidth (Fig. 7A). For 38

cardinally tuned neurons, average bandwidth decreased weakly

significantly as opposed to 35 obliquely tuned units (Fig. 7B, P

< 0.04, Mann--Whitney). The few bandwidth increases for

neurons tuned to vertical contours were weakly significantly

larger than other bandwidth increases (Fig. 7C, P < 0.05, Mann--

Whitney, 5 vertically tuned vs. 30 tuned to other orientations).

The average effect on OSIs was a slight but significant

decrease (paired t-test P < 0.05, mean –0.025 ± 0.11). Here,

decreases dominated for cardinally tuned units (62.5%) as

opposed to obliquely tuned units (48.7%) (Fig. 7D). Among the

group of neurons with significant response ratio changes

(>0.05), absolute OSI changes were again largest for vertically

tuned neurons (Mann--Whitney P < 0.05, 10 vertical vs. 24

other responses).

Changes in the direction discrimination index (DDI; see

Materials and Methods) were quantified for units with a baseline

index of at least 0.2 and significant response ratio changes

(>0.05) during cooling (n = 48). As for the other parameters of

the tuning curve, decreases were mainly observed for neurons

with cardinal orientation tuning (Fig. 7G, 63.5% decreases for

cardinals and only 38.5% decreases for obliques). However,

large increases also occurred and thus, the absolute changes

are significantly stronger for cardinally than for obliquely tuned

neurons (P < 0.05, Mann--Whitney, 31 cardinally vs. 17

obliquely tuned units). Similar to orientation bandwidth, DDI

increases were larger, but not significantly, for neurons tuned

to vertical contours (horizontal movements) than to other

contours (Fig. 7H).

Discussion

Our results demonstrate a direct contribution of interhemi-

spheric connections to both the strength and specificity of the

Figure 3. Orientation map changes during thermal deactivation of the left visual cortex. (A) Polar maps of the example depicted in Figure 2. In these compound maps, color
codes for the orientation preference angle and brightness for the VS per pixel after vector summation of the 4 single-condition maps. White stars are positioned in blue domains
that prefer vertical gratings within the baseline map. Note that especially close to the 17/18 border (white dashed line), the blue area beneath the stars shrinks during cooling. (B)
Vessel picture of the imaged region with landmarks as in Figure 2. The region outlined in red was used for the computations in (C). (C) Orientation preference distribution of the
pixels in the example shown in (A); ROI split into 4 compartments, each spanning ±22.5� centered on 45�, 90�, 135�, and 180� orientations. (D) Average orientation preference
distribution of the pixel distributions in 8 ferrets (border ROIs) during baseline and cooling condition. Observe the known tendency of a higher percentage of cardinally preferring
pixels in the baseline maps in (C) and (D). However, the proportion of vertically preferring pixels decreases at the advantage of the other angle compartments leading to
a significant size difference (Wilcoxon) between vertical and horizontal angle compartment during CC cooling.
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responses to stimulus orientation and direction of motion,

predominantly in the zone between areas 17 and 18 in the

ferret. This zone receives strong callosal input; removing this

input degrades the differential imaging of the responses to

gratings covering both visual hemifields. At the electrophysio-

logical level, the loss of callosal input increases or decreases the

firing rates and direction selectivity of single units, but

deterioration of responses predominates. Together, optical

and electrophysiological data demonstrate that single neurons

and neuronal domains preferring cardinal contours, in partic-

ular vertical contours moving horizontally over the midline,

receive stronger callosal input than those activated by other

orientations and stimulus motions.

Callosal Connections Modulate Responses Elicited by
Thalamocortical Input

In cats, connections via the CC to the contralateral cortex arise

mainly from pyramidal and spiny stellate cells, using excitatory

amino acids as neurotransmitters (reviewed in Innocenti 1986;

Conti and Manzoni 1994). Thus, direct excitatory input to

postsynaptic target cells is most likely dominant but not

necessarily exclusive since a small population of inhibitory

Figure 4. (A) Changes in the number of pixels preferring vertical gratings in sliding
ROIs of the same size (3.25 3 0.75 mm2) during baseline, cooling, and recovery
conditions. Cortical landmarks as in Figure 2. Note the profound decrease during
cooling, accompanied by rebound in recovery, in the red window placed over the 17/
18 border. (B) Percentage change of the number of pixels in border and area 18 ROIs
averaged over all data sets. For the border ROI, the changes in the compartment
preferring vertical gratings are significantly different from the changes in the other 3
angle compartments.

Figure 5. Response profiles for differential maps in 17/18 border ROIs. (A) Raw
activity distributions obtained with vertical gratings divided by activity distributions
obtained with horizontal gratings during baseline (filled circles) and cooling conditions
(open circles). Values are averaged over all pixels per angle compartment. (B) Raw
activity distributions obtained with left oblique gratings divided by activity distributions
obtained with right oblique gratings. (C) Percentage decrease in absolute response for
cardinal (response taken from A) and oblique differential responses (values taken from
B). Note that all responses decrease, but the decrease for the vertical compartment
is more profound. As a result, in (A), the significant amplitude difference between the
2 cardinal responses in the baseline gets eliminated during cooling whereas oblique
responses remain significantly different also during cooling (B).
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neurons also projects across the CC (Buhl and Singer 1989; Peters

et al. 1990; Hughes and Peters 1992; Fabri and Manzoni 1996).

Furthermore, callosal axons can elicit inhibition by contacting

inhibitory interneurons (reviewed in Innocenti 1986). Indeed,

lesion or inactivation of the CC, or the contralateral hemisphere,

causes both increases and decreases in neuronal responses (Payne

et al. 1991; Payne 1994; Makarov et al. 2008). Inhibitory effects

seem to predominate at shorter latencies, possibly because they

are driven by faster-conducting axons (Makarov et al. 2008).

It should be noted that eliminating callosal input to primary

visual areas does not eliminate responses to visual stimuli,

suggesting that the callosal input has a modulatory, rather than

strongly excitatory, effect. This modulatory, rather than driving,

role can also be inferred by the morphology of single callosal

axons, compared with that of the strongly excitatory thalamo-

cortical axons (Tettoni et al. 1998). It is consistent with the

modest size of most of the excitatory postsynaptic potentials

elicited by transcallosal stimuli in somatosensory, visual, and

association areas of the cat (Innocenti et al. 1972; Toyama et al.

1974; Cissé et al. 2003). One aspect of the modulatory role of

callosal input is expressed as synchronization of the neuronal

responses in the 2 hemispheres in animals (Engel et al. 1991;

Nowak et al. 1995; Kiper et al. 1999) and probably in man

(Knyazeva et al. 1999; Carmeli et al. 2005) but also as

synchronization or desynchronization of the neuronal responses

in the target hemisphere (Carmeli et al. 2007).

The modulatory role of the callosal input between homol-

ogous areas seems therefore to be definitely established, and it

may be a general feature of callosal connectivity, at least in

primary areas. Indeed, it also applies to the somatosensory areas

in cats, humans, and rodents (Innocenti et al. 1973; Fabri et al.

2006; Li and Ebner 2006). In the motor cortex, callosal input

contributes to the activation of the ipsilateral muscles but only

by potentiating the corticofugal projections of the contralateral

motor cortex (Brus-Ramer et al. 2009). This somewhat

subordinate role of callosal connections is in agreement with

the data showing that they require thalamocortical input,

driven by visual experience, for their development (reviewed

in Innocenti and Price 2005). It should be added that the

primary visual areas also receive callosal input from nonprimary

visual areas, in particular areas 19, 21, and the suprasylvian

complex (Segraves and Rosenquist 1982; Segraves and Inno-

centi 1985). The present data do not allow inferences on the

role of these heterotopic inputs on areas 17 and 18 nor can

they be safely generalized to callosal connections in extras-

triate visual areas where they seem to contribute to a substantial

part of the receptive fields (Gross et al. 1977; Marzi et al. 1982).

It could be argued that callosal input only contributes to

a nonspecific increase in the excitability of neurons in areas 17

and 18. This is ruled out by 2 lines of evidence. First, the effects

are strongest for neurons and neuronal domains responsive to

cardinal stimuli, in particular the vertically oriented stimuli; and

second, when stimulating the hemifield contralateral to the

recording (the noncooled hemifield), the cooling effects are

negligible. These findings unequivocally demonstrate that the

callosal input contributes to enhancing the detection of

specific aspects of the visual input by activating a specific

transhemispheric neuronal assembly.

Transhemispheric Neuronal Assemblies

On the basis of the present and previous results, several

properties of the transhemispheric neuronal assemblies

Figure 6. Firing rate changes in electrophysiological unit data (n5 113 units) during thermal deactivation of CC. Responses are separated according to stimulus orientation (±22.5�)
as indicated by the bar symbols below (A, C, D). As indicated: decreases, filled gray; increases, filled black. (A) Distribution of increases and decreases (%) for preferred and least-
preferred directions of movement (n5 226). Decreases dominate for all angles. (B) Histogram of the rate modulation ratios (mean of the decreases�0.14 ± 0.136, mean of the
increases 0.095± 0.098). For further analysis, only cases with absolute modulation ratio larger than 0.05 (excluding the gray window, n5 159) were considered. (C) Absolute (both
increases and decreases) rate modulation ratio. Note that absolute changes are significantly larger for units preferring cardinal contours and for especially those preferring vertical
contours. (D) The reason is that for vertically tuned neurons, both increased and decreased responses occur. Stars indicate significant differences (tested with Mann--Whitney).
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generated by callosal connections can be specified. First,

anatomical evidence indicates that each callosal axon diverges

to clusters of terminals corresponding to domains of iso-oriented

neurons (Houzel et al. 1994; Schmidt et al. 1997; Rochefort et al.

2009). This has been confirmed by functional evidence

(Berlucchi and Rizzolatti 1968; Engel et al. 1991; Rochefort

et al. 2007). Second, activation of the interhemispheric assembly

requires the use of moving oriented stimuli. No effect of cooling

was observed on receptive fields mapped with discrete flashing

stimuli (Makarov et al. 2008). Third, as shown in this study,

callosal input substantially contributes to the specificity of both

orientation and direction responses. This effect is stronger in

optical imaging than in electrophysiological data. The enhanced

specificity of the responsesmay be a sharpening effect due to the

combined result of the facilitative and suppressive action of

callosal input on the single-cell level. The intrinsic signal has

the advantage that it provides a comprehensive steady-state

picture of a large surface area. The underlying neuronal

processes are thought to consist of a mixture of spiking and

subthreshold membrane activity, but its exact source is still

unclear. Metabolic changes only indirectly relate to the neuronal

signals that may also play a role. Thus, removing specific

excitatory and inhibitory inputs might disturb coordinated

activity patterns, and the network effect will be a lesser

modulated orientationmap. This interpretation is also supported

by the finding that, in split-chiasm cats, a weaker but specific

orientation map can be evoked through the contralateral eye by

transcallosal input (Rochefort et al. 2007). Fourth, the visual

stimulus generates a kind of oscillatory resonance between

iso-oriented neurons of the 2 hemispheres (Engel et al. 1991;

Figure 7. Changes in orientation bandwidth (A--C), orientation selectivity (D--F), and direction discrimination indices (G--I). As indicated: decreases, filled gray; increases, filled
black. (A, D, G) The number of decreases (%) is higher for neurons responding to cardinal contours than for neurons responding to oblique contours. (B) Accordingly, on average,
orientation bandwidth decreases weakly significantly more for cardinal contours. (C) In the subset of vertically tuned neurons (5 increases vs. 9 decreases), bandwidth increases
are weakly significantly larger than for neurons of other orientation preference. (E) The difference between cardinally and obliquely tuned neurons is not significant for changes in
orientation selectivity. (F) However, absolute OSI changes are significantly larger for neurons preferring vertical contours (horizontal movements) than for other neurons. (H)
Absolute changes in the DDI are significantly larger for cardinally than for obliquely tuned neurons. (I) Separation by orientation reveals elevated (but not significant) increases for
vertically tuned neurons.
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Nowak et al. 1995; Kiper et al. 1999; Knyazeva et al. 1999; Carmeli

et al. 2005). How this resonance effect and the sharpening of the

responses contribute to each other remains to be determined.

Callosal Connections between Homologous Areas
Functionally Resemble Local Areal Connections, but. . . .

The leading hypothesis on the nature of callosal connections is

that they replicate general features of corticocortical con-

nections, including intra-areal ones, albeit for the restricted

portion of the visual field straddling the vertical meridian

(Hubel and Wiesel 1967; Innocenti 1986; Kennedy et al. 1991).

This is an important hypothesis because it implies that general

features of corticocortical connectivity can be studied. This

model system has several advantages, including the absence of

diverging thalamocortical axons and the possibility of inter-

rupting or inactivating connections with minimal or no

interference with other neuronal systems both in maturity

and during development. A crucial test of this hypothesis is

now possible, by comparing the results of our inactivation of

contralateral areas 17 and 18 with those obtained with the local

inactivation of local connections in these same primary visual

areas. Crook and Eysel (1992) reported broadening of

orientation tuning curves in 65% of neurons recorded in area

18 of the cat with the inactivation of local connections

between columns of orthogonal orientation. Large broadening

of the orientation tuning was occasionally observed in our

electrophysiological data especially for vertically tuned neu-

rons, and it might be responsible, in part, for the blurring of

imaged orientation domains in our work.

In addition, we observe significant changes in orientation

selectivity (Fig. 7F) in both our electrophysiological and our

optical findings, such as that observed in area 17 of the cat after

inactivation of local connections (Girardin and Martin 2009).

Crook et al. (1996) also reported changes in directional

preference after inactivation of local connections in area 18, due

either to increased response in nonpreferred direction or to

decreased response in the preferred direction. We observed

similar effects in our electrophysiological recordings (Fig. 7I). As

for local connections, they can be explained either by the

combined loss of excitatory connections between neurons with

identical directional preference or by the loss of inhibitory

connections between neurons of opposite directional selectivity.

Interestingly, rate changes caused by deactivating the

contralateral visual areas affect the cardinal and in particular

the vertical orientation system more strongly. The same

asymmetry is also expressed in the optically imaged orientation

maps. Matching the well-described psychophysical ‘‘cardinal

effect’’—a higher visual acuity for cardinal contours than for

oblique contours—a predominance of cells preferring stripes

of cardinal orientations in the central visual field has been

described for both cats (Pettigrew et al. 1968; Orban and

Kennedy 1981; Payne and Berman 1983) and macaque

monkeys (Mansfield 1974). A larger cortical area devoted to

the representation of cardinal orientations has also been

observed in ferrets (Coppola et al. 1998) and cats (Wang

et al. 2003). We confirmed that trend in most of our baseline

data. Although responses to cardinal contours are usually more

vigorous, neurons preferring cardinal contours suffer more

from the lack of interhemispheric input than neurons pre-

ferring oblique contours. Such asymmetries have not been

observed for intrinsic connections, but the possibility—though

unlikely—cannot be completely ruled out as the studies

investigating the nature of intrinsic connections (for review,

Schmidt and Löwel 2002) were not designed to answer that

question.

We observe significantly larger rate changes—in particular

increases—for neurons tuned to vertical contours and thus to

horizontal movement crossing the VM. This may suggest the

existence of a strong excitatory and inhibitory network across

the CC for this particular subset of neurons in contrast to

weaker and predominantly excitatory interactions for neurons

preferring other orientations. It is possible that this asymmetry

is specific for callosal connections, but it remains to be

investigated further. In the densely interconnected central

visual field, in particular, binocular simple I and complex cells

prefer vertical orientations (Payne and Berman 1983). Thus,

these neurons are optimally suited to react to small differences

in the horizontal position from both eyes, that is, interocular

position disparities. Horizontal disparity is the fundamental cue

for depth used in stereopsis (Blakemore 1969). In fact, depth

perception in the central visual field is impaired when

following CC transaction (Mitchell and Blakemore 1970) but

not midsagittal section of the optic chiasm (Blakemore 1970).

Following chiasm section, binocularly driven units are still

present, thus indicating that the missing input is delivered by

interhemispheric connections (Berlucchi and Rizzolatti 1968).

Indeed, there is evidence that impairing callosal input

diminishes the number of binocular units (Dreher and Cottee

1975; Payne et al. 1980; Blakemore et al. 1983) and the degree

of disparity selectivity (Gardner and Cynader 1987). Ferrets

exhibit a high number of disparity-selective neurons. Although

20% of all primary visual neurons are driven only by the

contralateral eye (Kalberlah et al. 2009), the cortex region we

investigated contains the binocular portion of the visual field

and ocular dominance columns (Law et al. 1988; White et al.

1999). In this region, 50--60% of the vertically or near vertically

driven neurons are modulated by horizontal disparity (Kalber-

lah et al. 2009). It is thus possible that our results reflect

a specific influence of callosal connectivity on horizontal

disparity--selective neurons and thus on depth perception.

In conclusion, our results support the view that callosal

connections integrate the cortical representation of the 2

hemifields by performing operations similar to those performed

by local cortical connections in each hemisphere. In both cases,

the role of connections between cortical neurons is that of

increasing the salience of certain stimulus parameters, specifi-

cally orientation or direction of movement. This computational

operation may be a critical component in figure/ground

segmentation in vision, which is impaired by lesions of primary

visual areas (Kiper et al. 2002). In addition, callosal connections

may have a specialized role in mediating information transfer

between the central visual field representations of the 2 eyes and

may mediate horizontal disparity across the vertical meridian.

Our results in the ferret suggest that new tasks testing figure

completion across the vertical meridian in normal individuals

and in split-brain patients, capturing the specificity of interhemi-

spheric interactions between orientation and direction detec-

tors of the 2 hemispheres, should be designed.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor

.oxfordjournals.org/.
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